SECONDARY COLORS
ORANGE, VIOLET, GREEN

NEUTRAL
BLACK WHITE BROWN

PRIMARY COLORS
RED YELLOW BLUE

SPACIAL RELATIONS
Size Relationships
Overlapping
Man-made/Natural

PAINTING
Landscape
Still Life
Portrait

SHAPEs
TRIANGLE
RECTANGLE
CIRCLE
SQUARE

ORGANIC SHAPES
GEOMETRIC SHAPES

SYMMETRY
Positive & Negative Space

GEOMETRIC FORMS

TEXTURES & PATTERNS
Visual and Tactile rubbings
Patterns - Sequence - abc12abc12
**********

MOTOR SKILLS
Tearing Stamping Folding Weaving Drawing Painting

VOCABULARY
collage cone cube cylinder form geometric illustrate
landscape man-made media natural observe overlapping
pattern picture plane 3-D portrait primary proportion pyramid
resist secondary sphere still life symmetry tactile theme

LEARN ABOUT FAMOUS ARTISTS AND ART OF VARIOUS CULTURES SUCH AS ANCIENT EGYPT, ANCIENT CHINA, AND NATIVE AMERICANS.